
California Faucets’ Quad Spout  
Brings Fresh New Look to its  

Award-Winning Kitchen Collection
A unique alternative to the typical arc-shaped spout, Quad Spout’s  

right angles lend a touch of edgy style to most any decor

(Huntington Beach, CA, June 8, 2021) With a refreshingly different geometric shape, California 
Faucets’ new Quad Spout stands apart from the typical arc spouts we expect to see in the 
kitchen. The design’s squared-off shape is especially striking when paired with the recently 
introduced Squeeze Handle Sprayer. While the distinctive yet customizable Quad Spout design 
can exude an industrial flair, it is versatile enough to complement traditional, transitional, or 
contemporary design schemes. 
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“Cool. Unique. Unusual.” These three words 
sum up California Faucets’ President and 
CEO Jeff Silverstein’s description of the 
company’s new Quad Spout kitchen faucet. 
“Full of right angles, our Quad Spout is the 
non-conformist in the sea of curvy kitchen 
faucets,” says Silverstein, who quips, “It’s hip 
to be square.” 

Made of solid brass, Quad Spout’s artfully 
measured right angles and horizontal lines 
stand slightly shorter than a standard arc 
faucet. This makes it a great solution for tight 
kitchen quarters (including lofts) with open 
shelves above the sink or anywhere space 
might be a premium. And when teamed with 
the new Squeeze Handle option, Quad Spout 
presents the ultimate in an industrial semi-
pro look and operation. 

Available for all Kitchen Collection series 
from the traditional Davoli Series and 
industrial-inspired Descanso Series to the 
contemporary Poetto Series and Corsano 
Series, Quad Spout features convenient 
360-degree rotation. Its easy-to-clean 
spray jets withstand buildup, and it offers 
a generous 1.8 gpm flow rate. Adding to 
its versatility, Quad Spout offers the ability 
to mix and match handles. Users can 
also choose between the standard Pull-
Down spray and the semi-professional 
style Squeeze Handle Sprayer. A full suite 
of coordinating accessories allows homeowners and designers to 
customize the ideal kitchen faucet. Plus, with more than 28 artisan 
finishes to choose from (including 14 PVD finishes with a lifetime 
warranty against tarnishing) there is a faucet to reflect virtually any 
design vision.

Pricing starts at $985 for Pull-Down Quad Spouts in Polished Chrome.

About California Faucets
At California Faucets we 
believe in artisan hands,  
not mass production. 
Since 1988, our factory 
in Huntington Beach has 
manufactured handcrafted 
bath products available 
in 28 finishes that can 
be easily customized or 
purchased exactly as shown 
in our catalog. We proudly 
provide the latest in bath 
and shower technology 
with innovations such as 
StyleDrain®, StyleTherm®, 
and ZeroDrain®. These 
groundbreaking innovations 
turn utilitarian products into 
beautiful design statements 
and are the heart of our  
ever-evolving line of 
bath faucets, shower 
fittings, luxury drains, 
and accessories. We’ve 
also applied the same 
handcrafted quality and 
custom options to a full line 
of kitchen faucets.  
Our Kitchen Collection 
combines Italian design  
with California craftsmanship 
and offers a full range of 
matching accessories for 
a thoroughly coordinated 
look. For more information 
about California Faucets 
call 800-822-8855 or visit 
CaliforniaFaucets.com.

###

Davoli Quad Spout 
squeeze handle 
sprayer faucet

Davoli Quad Spout 
pull-down faucet
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